In our earlier publication we reported observations of anomalies in shock velocity and temperature along the shock Hugoniots of single-crystal and vitreous enstatite (MgSiO 3 ). Our sample description in Supplemental Material mistakenly suggests that all targets included a 2 μm Au heat shield layer, but that is not the case. The significance of this detail is that a reverberation originating in a Au layer could have produced a discontinuity in shock velocity and temperature similar to that which we reported and interpreted as evidence for a transformation in liquid MgSiO 3 . In fact, the samples that showed a discontinuity in shock velocity and temperature did not include Au. We cannot, therefore, easily attribute our observations to an artifact of sample design. Otherwise identical experiments on other compositions did not show such anomalies.
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A correct sample description should have made clear the following: None of the five experiments that showed the reported anomaly in shock velocity and temperature included Au in the target package. A single sample used for one of our decaying shock experiments did include Au; however, there was no evidence of reverberation or discontinuity in shock velocity in that experiment, contrary to what is suggested by hydrodynamic simulations by ourselves and others. The decaying shock in this experiment appeared to originate at a pressure and temperature below the conditions of the apparent phase transition due to lower laser drive energy and showed a smooth decay in pressure, which was therefore consistent with our interpretation. All decaying shock experiments employed a 2 ns square pulse for the drive laser.
Of the ten data points reported for the equation of state of MgSiO 3 , eight of those experiments included Au and two did not. Those that included Au also did not show obvious signs of reverberation in either the quartz impedance standard or the sample. Equation of state experiments used either a 4 or a 2 ns square pulse for the drive laser.
While the change in target description would not, by itself, affect our central interpretations or conclusions, the source of the anomaly that we reported has come under scrutiny as more recent experiments have failed to observe the same effect [1, 2] . We refer the reader to more recent experimental work for additional data and interpretations. 
